Introducing Mobile
Guestroom Access

to Your Hotel

Mobile devices have become a focus for the hospitality
industry, and figuring out exactly how they are best
incorporated into the hotel/guest relationship is a major
topic of discussion among hoteliers.
One aspect of mobile technology that is receiving
significant buzz as of late is the use of mobile
devices as a replacement for traditional key cards
to unlock guestroom doors. Industry research
1

recently revealed that 64% of guests expressed a
desire to use their smartphone as a room key.
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1. “Seeing Returns: Building Loyalty at Hotels Through Digital Customer Experience”
Magnani Caruso Dutton
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Aside from the fact
that it’s considered
to be cutting edge,
there are numerous
benefits associated
with the technology.
IT PROVIDES:

A more unique
user experience

Expedited and secure
guest check-in
and -out process

Mobile guestroom access
is also appealing because
guests can use their own
devices rather than the
property having to provide

Increased guest loyalty

Opportunity to
reduce costs and
drive revenue

additional hardware that
guests might not be familiar
with. This keeps the cost to
upgrade to this technology
lower for hoteliers and allows
guests to get acclimated to it

Overall improved
guest experience
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much quicker and easier.

1.

Ensure that you have the necessary technical components.

The foundational technical requirements for upgrading to mobile access
are rather simple, although they can vary slightly depending on which
third-party vendor you decide to partner with.
Generally speaking, you will need to make sure your door lock system
is compatible with the new technology, which may necessitate adding a
simple component to your doors or replacing locks entirely. For example,
some leading solutions require upgrading locks to RFID versions or
equipping them with Bluetooth Low Energy-compatible locks.
You will also need to make sure your staff has a way to create and assign
digital “key cards.” A special program can be made accessible to your
front desk staff to assign a mobile key card for a specific guest room
lock to a guest’s smartphone using a unique identifier, which all modern
smartphones have. Staff and even guests can be given the ability to easily
assign key cards to the mobile devices of other specific room occupants
as well.
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2.

Consider how you will present the mobile card to guests.

The mobile key card can be presented to
guests through their mobile devices in one of
a variety of ways.
You can integrate the mobile access technology
with your property’s mobile application, which
has the added benefit of providing incentive for
guests to download and use your app and the
other services available through it.
Alternatively, you can also have them download
a mobile app available through the third-party
mobile key vendor for the sole purpose of entry
into their hotel room.
In either case, you can set up room-ready alerts
that will notify a guest via their mobile device
when a room is ready for check in and also send
a mobile key.
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3.

Educate staff and management on new technology.

Keyless room entry is still relatively new to consumers, and guests
may have questions that they would like to have addressed.
Your staff will be expected to be knowledgeable
enough to provide answers in order to positively
impact the guest experience. Offering internal
information sessions and allowing staff to
test the technology before it is officially
launched will allow them to become
more comfortable with it before they
are potentially faced with guests’
issues. Your staff will be better
able to assist guests, and it’s an
opportunity for you to get your
staff excited about the new
innovation and the benefits it
will have for them as well.
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4.

Create a comprehensive plan to introduce your
guests to the mobile key technology.

Although there have been many headlines in the media about
brands and hotels adopting keyless room entry, explaining to
guests how the new technology works and discussing their
security and privacy concerns is an important step in making
them feel comfortable with it. For instance, their privacy is
enhanced because the only time the mobile key system generally
sends a notification to the front desk is when the guestroom door
is opened by the guest for the first time (“First Entry”), alerting
staff that the guest has taken ownership of the room.
You may also want to explain the advantages of mobile access,
including the fact that they will not have a key that just stops
working due to demagnetization like traditional magstripe key
cards. Also, guests and staff can more easily add additional users
and can use the mobile key to unlock elevator or shared spaces,
including the fitness center, pool, business resource centers,
meeting rooms and other areas.
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5.

Have a security overview with your third-party vendor
to make sure you’ve taken reasonable precautions.

Privacy and security is a major issue these
days, with so many digital upgrades occurring
throughout the hospitality industry. You will
want to have a full review of the measures
that your vendor has in place before
launching this technology.
For instance, most keyless locks keep an
internal log of when a guest room is accessed
and which mobile key card is used to enter,as
well as whether it belongs to an individual guest
or member of staff. This feature, along with
many others, will help provide peace of mind for
both you and your guests.
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For more information on how to successfully implement
keyless guestroom entry for improved service and
increased revenue opportunities, visit the website of
Intelity, the leading provider of guest services solutions to
the global hospitality industry, or ASSA ABLOY Hospitality,
the global leader in hotel security technology.
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Intelity, headquartered in Orlando, Florida, is the creator of the world’s first
and most widely used integrated guest services platform, ICE (Interactive
Customer Experience™). With certified integrations to all major hotel backend management systems (POS, PMS, Ticketing, Spa and Room Controls),
Intelity’s ICE is a centralized property-automation system that delivers
concierge-level services, guest request tracking and fulfillment, businessintelligence analytics, marketing/messaging capabilities, and a full content
management system. Since beginning operations in 2007, the company has
gained a reputation as a leader in hospitality technology with installations across
six continents, including most major brands and many celebrated independent
properties. Intelity recently received Best Mobile App in Hospitality from Travel Weekly’s
Magellan Awards and World’s Leading Hotel Brand App from the World Travel Awards. For
more information, please call 1-888-RevPAR-1 (1-888-738-7271) or visit www.intelitycorp.com.

Special thanks
The global leader in hotel security technology, ASSA ABLOY Hospitality has products installed in over 42,000
properties worldwide, securing in excess of 7 million hotel rooms and is part of the ASSA ABLOY
Group, a publicly listed company. ASSA ABLOY Hospitality’s comprehensive range of security
and technology solutions comprises VingCard electronic locks, Elsafe in-room safes and
Orion energy management systems, as well as advanced mobile access and integrated
software solutions. ASSA ABLOY Hospitality has worldwide service and support in
more than 166 countries. For more information, please
visit www.assaabloyhospitality.com.
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